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In July of 196 TWA cmitted to tbe Nuclear Regulatory Commission (EEC) to 
provide an summal report of deviations from Eq loyee Concerns Special Prograim 
(ECSP) Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).approved or implemented each year.  
These CAPs were developed as part of encompassing Corrective Action Tracking 
Documents (CA20s) to correct and/or resolve deficiencies or problem.s &rising 
from the investigation of eqimoyee concerns addressed by the ECSP. The 
eqployee, concerns included in the scope of the Ed? were those collected or 
otherwise identified before February IMf and generally dealt with TVA's 
nuealear program activities between 1960 and 1965.
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Ther e re 1.591 CAIN. developed as a . sut of ECU? investigations. of 
these, 8M have been closed through December 31, 198. in addition, 72 CAT~s: 
have been partially closed primarily iu support of Sequoyah Nuc lear Plant 
(SMl) Unit 1 and Unit 2 restart, and browns Ferry (DVI) Unit 2 restart. for 
those WEI CAT~S that have been partially closed during this reporting period, 
only those items potentially impacting Unit 2 restart were verified and 
closed. The remaining CAP actions will be completed as post-restart.  

In general, the ECU? gave priority to the verification and closure of 
corrective actions impacting MV Unit 2 restart during this reporting period.  
other significant activities accomplished by the ECS? during this period 
include the final approval of all EC=P reports and their submittal to the NBC 
on February 6, 1989, and the completion of the employee feedback prograi.  

Between October 1, 1988 and December 31, 1989, the ECU? ecepletely closed 290 
CATDs and partially closed 2?. During this sam* period there were 107 CAPs 
which required a deviation from the originally approved corrective actions.  
Of these, 5 were Level I CAP deviations, 22 wars Level 11 CAP deviations, and 
SO were Level III CAP deviations (usually administrative in nature).  

Based on the CAP impleametation, verification, and closure activities 
conducted through December 31, 1989, the completion of the CATD. is continuing 
to ensure correction of the problems identified by the ECSP and is playing an 
important part in TWA's overall effort to restore its nuclear program to 
normal operations. TVA intends to continue implementing, verifying, and 
c'osing CAPs resulting from the ZCSP evaluations to fulfill its commitment to 
its employees and the NRC, and to realize the maximum benefit from the program.



1.0

This vreort provides information pertaining to the implementat ion and 
verification of act ions required to resolve aeploye. concerns evaluated 
by the UP. The concerns included in the UCU~s scope were collected 
or otherwise ident ifiLed before February 1. 1966 and generally dealt 
with TWA's miclear activities between 1960 sand 1965.  

The report represents a sumiry of the status of CAT~e revilting f rc'm 
the UCSF evaluat ions that have been implemented and verified complete 
through Decaser 31, 196. it also addresses sany deviations identified 
sad approve during the reporting period to the original CAP 
comitmets, provides technical justifications for Level I and 11 
deviations,* and where, necessary,* documents written not if icat ion to the 
9C of Level I CAP deviations.  

This reort is the second to be submitted to the EEC as a result of 
eomitment made by TWA to the EEC in July, 1986. A synopsis of the 
events leading to this commitment is provided below.  

In February 1966 TVA established the UCS? to evaluate approximately 
6000 emloyee concernu- that had originated primarily at Watts Bar 
Nuclear Plant (WI). The major findings.* actions.* and conclusions 
resulting friom the nearly two years of ECSP evaluations were documented 
in a series of reports. The last of these reports were submitted to 
the VIC on February 6, 1969.  

On March 11, 1966 the EEC forwarded to TVA its preliminary Safety 
Eva lustions on the ECSP reports relating to Sequoyah Nuclear P3 eat 
(M~). One of these Safety E9valuations dealt with engineering issues 
of a prograsmatlc nature, primarily organizational and/or procedural 
problems in the engineering design process. in this particular Safety 
Evaluation, the ENC made the following statement: "Any additional 
progrm changes should be submitted for staff review and should not be 
implemented prior to review aed approval by the staff.

In a letter dated July 6, 1989 from Mr. It. L. Gridley, TVA's Director 
of Nuclear Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, TVA provided the MEC with 
Cements on the preliminary SQU safety Evaluations. In response to the 
statement quoted above, TVA committed to submitting to the NEC for 
review, prior to Iimlementation. any deviation to a CAP comaitaent that 
significantly deviates from the original intent of the CAP. For those 
CAP deviations not considered significant (Level 11 and Level UX CAP 
deviations), TVWA stated its intention to implement such changes without 
prior NEC review and to notify MRC subsequently in an annual report of 
all approved deviations to CAP. implemented during the reporting period.



TVA developed a met of criteria for Judinga the signifitcance of a 
dowetiata to a GNP. Seviatioms to CAfs VMSe divided itot three levels 
of iepertance defined as follows: 

Lieva I a? fetwitiom (signififcant deviation) - a 
!tags@e ceb to a CAP whose implementation would; 
1) requaire a c~mmq to existing technical 
specificetta.me or 2) deviate f rom tte design bests 
or the findk Safety Anlysis Import.  

Lowel U aM Deviationm - a change to a CAP that does 
set requies M review prtor to tmplumnstatton of the 
cume but that sttill requires adequate technical 
Justiftcation to support itts implnmentatton. (such 
chin... woul include the - that, 1) affecc multiple 
plaint., 2) affect a programmatc area of weakness, 3) 
involve orgaizational chan... that directly affect 
W~ - mentation of the program or 4) delay comletion 
of the CAP by mom then one year.) 

Level III CA? Bevisti - a change to a CAP that does 
met require either VIC revie.w prior to tmp lementatiton 
of the change or techntcal justification to suu'~port 
its implemetatton. (Such changes typically would be 
administrative in nature and would not affect any 
technical aspects of the comitments previously made 
e.g., the rev ismn of a procedure other than the 
ptrmcersr originally identifited for revision by the 
CAP.) 

1.2 PrormsAcivitie 

Three major activities wore accomplished by the EWaF during the 
period covered by this report Those activities included the 
ems-going verification and closur. of CAM~. the f inalization and 
submittal of all MCE? reports to the M,. and the completion of 
the employ** feedback program. In addition to these activittes, 
the 8CSF became a part of TWAs ongoing Emloyee Concern progrnm 
an October IL, 19WS.  

1.2.1 Verification and Closure of CATOs 

During the period between October 1, 1966 and December 31, 
1969, the ICE? closed 290 CATO. and partially closed 21 
CATUe as shown. in the following table.  

Table 1 
CAP Closure 

PART IALLY 
LOCATION CLOSE CLOSED 

SEL VlS3 0 
rowFSE 62 is 

IOU-RANT SPECIFIC so 1 
Sn"MOAN 12 5 
~WATS VA 

TOTAL 2902



1.2.2 Submittal of UCW kpOVOtS

TWA trasitted the overall C3P Stiamry Report and the nine 
WSF Catesy Saportas to the NC an February 6, 196 (tin3 
inmer L.44 080206 M0). This action resulted in the docketing 
of all UWr reports with the VIC.  

1.2.3 _Nloyee feedback prog.a 

TWA cemitted to the EOC to develop, and implement a prograe to 
assist iersedmployees %Mo raised concerns addressed by 
the 3CM program, in determining the progr al findings and 
act ions taken in response to such concerns (corporate 
comitment NW 6601. 6054).  

The purpose and intent of the program and the review period 
schedule were well puiblicized in advance within TWA. Wiloyeos 
desiring to determine the outcome of their concerns were 
assisted by the M~ and TWA'sa on-going Rololiee Concern Progmes 
(W0) staff in their review of 3CM repiorts. This assistance 
wa Sm in such a mner as to preserve the confidentiality of 

the avloyee.

This eyloyee feedback progrent was initiated at sol site on 
Merck 21-23, 196. Following this, feeback stations were 
establishedA at Chattanooga (March- 26-29); SLE site (April 4-5); 
EMoxvill* (April 11-12); WS (April 18-20): and WVE (May 2-4).  
Following complet ion of this program, the corporate comi taunt 
was closed by TWA on May 4, 1969.

-.3-



2.0 am im m. 1 im Gon 0carO uuimu iMr 
As of besemor 31, IM6, M9 CATs. had been completely implemented by 
the line organizationa and bod been verifiLed by the 2M as closed. in 
addition 72 CATDs had boom partially implemented mid verified 
complete. Theme partially closed CAMS resulted primarily from the 
clomers of go Unit 1 and 2 issues and in support of ME Unit 2 restart 
efforts. For these partially closed WUE issues. *only these steps 
potentially 1xgoeting Gait 2 restart were implemented and verified; the 
remlaiing steps are to be completed post-restart. Table 2, below, is a 
summry of both the C&Tn closure status through the end of 1969, mud 
CAP deviations for the reporting period.  

Table 2 
CATO Closure Status and CAP Deviations

LOCAMlN

CAM STATU

BeLIEFONTE *190 52 0 138 

BROWNS FERRY 356 193 119 165 

BFN RESTART (SU8SE 138 64 N/A 74 

NONPLANT SPECIFIC 177 97 9 80 

SEQUO VAH 334 1250 140 -84 

WATTS BAR 532 13CM 4 226 

TOTALS 1.9119 72 I931 

*121 OF THESE CATO.AR INI IACTIVE STATUS

00 2 

0 10 19 

1 1 12 

3 620 

1 5 27 

E5Iso~

Table 2 shows that during the period covered by this report there ware 
101 CAPs wbere implemented corrective actions differed from those 
contained within the original CAP. Vriva of these CAP changes were 
considered to be Lovel. I deviations, 22 were Level 11 CAP deviations, 
and S0 Level III CAP deviations.  

Figures I and 2 on the next page show the distribution of these CAP 
deviations by location and by ZCSF category respectively.
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CAP Deviations by Location
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3.0 CA 39WIMM1

It"i section presents a summerized descript ion of all Level I and Level 
11 CAP deviations by location. The number of Level III CAP deviations 
at each location is also indicated, but the exact nature of these minor 
deviations is not addressed.  

Level III CAP deviations approved during thm reporting period resulted 
iweverw the required corrective actions wer completed, but were not 
implemented exactly as required by the CAP language. Typical 
situations resuting in a Level III CAP deviation include: 

The deletion or restructuring of a named procedure where the 
require~d corrective action was adequately addressed in another 
procedure. or 

The reassignment of corrective actions from one responsible 
organization and/or function to another.  

3.1 841010mb Auclear Pleant 

During this reporting period there were 3 Level I CAP Deviations, 6 
Level 11 CAP deviations, and 20 Level III CAP deviations approved for 
CAPs at SQW.  

3.1.1 Level I CAP Deviations 

19201-UQU-0 - Flexible Conduit Kinjim Bend Radius 

Special Maintenance Instruction (SRI)-0-317-33, Rev. 1, 
Wdalkdown Procedure for Identifying Flexible Conduit Connections 
in Violation of genral Construction Specification lumber G-40, 
failed to addruss minimum bend radius criteria. The SKI 
defined a deficiency as any condition not meeting the 
limitations defined in Attach-ent I to the instruction.  
Contrary to these requirements, flexible cable assemblies were 
not inspected for minima. bend radius violations in accordance 
with table 3.2.6-1 of Attachment 1 to the SKI.  

The original CAP to this CATD stated that: 

During the performance of SKI-0-317-33, Rev. 1, the bend radius 
requirement was inadvertently omitted. Af ter further study, we 
have decided to eliminate this requirement from the procedure.  
Flexible metal conduit provides only mechanical protection for 
cables and no failures have to date been attributed to bend 
radiui violations. Also, in General the seismicity of the 
equipment does not depend on the bend radius of the flex 
conduit as long as there is adequate movement (which we have 
assured) and the flex conduit does not exceed 69-0". Based on 
the above, we conclude that this work is not a restart item.  
After plant restart, a flex bend radius sampling (per kIL STD 
1050) will be performed. Estimated completion data for this 
activity is October 1981.  

In a January 23, 1969 letter to the URC titled "SQN Units I and 
2 - Cable Monitoring Program and Assessments" TVA described the 
SQU Cable Monitoring Program.



Unclosure 2 to this letter dealt with NRC's Techniical 
tvaluation Report (133) C55O6-649 (SQE) which postulated 
failure of low and medium voltage cables subjected to tight 
hends. The 133 cable overbendiag issue also involved possible 
age-related damage to cable interface layers.  

This enclosure responded to the ERC request to develop a 
progrm to assure that such cables were adequate to perform 
their intended function. TVA concluded that the functionality 
of the installed cable at SQN was not impaired by smell-bend 
radii configuration and that the elongation stress relationship 
does not affect functionality.  

The enclosure continuied, outlining SQH's existing cable 
monitoring program as it applies to providing assurance that 
squ cables bent to small radii will continue to function over 
their qualified life.  

This position regarding cable at SQN with small bend radius 
configurations resulted in a Level I CAP deviation to the 
subject CATD. This CAP deviation was reviewed and approved by 
the TVA WCS in accordance with ZCP Instruction S.  
Notif ication of this CAP deviation was forwarded Lo the NRC by 
a letter dated July 19, 1989.  

22303-WQ-01 - Seismic Adewuacy of Field-flaunted Instyuments 

Rmployee Cc ncerns Special Program Report 22300, Instruments 
Suwworts Desian, questioned the practice of ins-talling locally 
mounted instruments using "good engineering judgement" without 
an accompanying seismic analysis or qualification. While TVA 
generally followed acceptable standard pra~ctice and 
installation was in accordance with standard TVA design 
guidance, seismic documentation was found to be incomplete in 
many areas. The subject CATO was written to address this 
identified deficiency.  

The CAP for this CATD contained the following post-restart 
corrective actions: 

1. Obtain a list of safety-related instruments required for 
Unit 1 and Unit 2, 

2. Identify and verify existing design approved mounting 
schemes, 

3. Perform a seismic qualification documentation search for 
each instrument not installed per the design approved 
mounting drawing, or if the seismic qualification 
documentation is not found or is not adequate.  

After further review, TVA revised this CAP committing to: 

1. initiate procedures to implement the Vendor Seismic 
Qualification Documentation Retrieval (VSQDR) Program, and 

2. initiate procedures to implement ER-SQU-EIB-001 with a 
scheduled complet ion date of March 1, 1990.



The VUQ program is designed to create a database of al1 
Q-List components together with a unique list of retrievable 
seismic qualification docummntation for each such component.  
Proact procedures will ensure that the database is maintained 
for the life of the plant.  

in-uqu-su-OM is design-basis maintenance control that will 
identify those installations which do not haoe adequate design 
approvedounmting details. As maintenanice activities are 
performed on safety-related process sensing instruments, a 
drawinag and vendlor manual search will be coniducted. if the 
search identifies inadequate design approve details, the 
instrninnt will ba maintained in its current condition and 
Magineering will be notified of the need to initiate necessary 
design change end drawing documentation.  

this Level I CAP deviation ws ceviewed and approved during 
this reporting period in accordance with ICM instruct ion 5.  
NBC notification of this Level I CAP deviation was made 
subsequent to Dic~ear 31. 1969.  

23101-SIqE-Ol - Wgdate Mfire Protetion sumpcession Ssa 
(FMS) into CýIiae with Eaticasi Firo Protection 
Association (WPA) Code 13 

The approved CAP for this CATO contained the following two 
corrective actions: 

Sequoyah Engineering Project shall revise the fire 
protection sprinkler system drawings to reflect FC~s 4415, 
4542, 4543. and 4551 under EC= L6319, and 

Sequoyah shell complete phase 2 of the program by upgrading 
portions of the Control Building and Auxiliary building 
areas to UFPA-13 requirements.  

After further review, TVA decided to revise the CAP as follows: 

A. The FPSS drawing revisions and modifications have been 
incorporated to reflect YC~s 4415, 4542, 4543, and 4551 
under ECU L6319.  

B. S90 shell replace all 1/2-inch piping feeds to 
sprinkler heads with proper size piping. Locations 
involved are: 

1. Control building emergency air cleanup charcoal 
filter housing (2-filter housings), 

2. Containment purge air cleanup filter housings for 
Units 1 and 2 (4-filter housings), 

3. Two sprinkler heads in the Control Building, 
Elevation 114.0, cable spreading room, and 

4. The sidewall sprinklers around the waste packaging 
area railroad bay at the east end of the Auxiliary 
Building.



C. SQN shall perform hydraulic adequacy calculations or 
physical piping modif ications as required to meet 
WPA-13 pipe siting criteria for the areas which have 
violations to the WPA-13 pipe schedule sizing 
nothods. These areas are: 

1. Control Building, Elevation 732, UVAC mechanical 
equipment room having 6 sprinklers on a 1.5-inch 
pipe* 

2. Auxiliary Building, Elevation 706, postaccident, 
sampling facility loomn AS azd A9, each having 3 
sprinklers on a 1-inch pipe, and 

3. Auxiliary Building, Etlevation 734, loom A7, 
460-volt shuatdown board lal-A which has 11 
sprinklers on a 2-inch pipe. (Note: Room £23, 
1U5-volt Vital battery Board loom III incorrectly 
shows a 1.5 inch pipe instead of the installed 
2-inch pipe feeding 6 sprinklers.) 

This CAP deviation is a technically acceptable alternative 
since all safety-related areas needed for Appendix R safe 
shutdown capability have been evaluated and upgraded under 
Phase I by XCEs IA300 and L6319. Sprinkler head obstructions 
and required relocations are identified by 31-241, which is 
performed once each 1.6 months pursuant to Technical 
Specification 4.711.2. This will result in either 10 Cr350.59 
safety evaluations and acceptance of sprinkler conditions, or 
DCR process modifications as such obstructions or relocations 
are identified. Sprinkler system, additions are instituted 
through the DCU process.  

As of the and of this reporting period, this level I CAP 
Deviation had been approved in accordanco with 3CP Instruction 
5, but WIC notification had not yet been done.  

3.1.2 Level 1I CAP Deviations 

19201-SWEOI - Procedur Control for the Receipt of 

SWl work control procedure WA-11) exhibited weakness in the 
receipt of conduit and associated hardware to more accuratel~y 
detect damage or detects for this material. Nuclear 
Engineering directives to procure conduit from a QA approved 
vendor was not consistently utilized for procuring conduit 
systems.  

Aftetr a review of Al-li, TVA determined no revision was 
required because of the following reasons: 

1. Conduit material and accessories are procured to quality 
Level III and are subjected to receipt inopection by 
certified quality control inspectors.



2. Receipt inspection of son-QA/nen-C2SC material is performed 
by formally trained storekeepers wbo ensure that ites 
received are in an acceptable condition and comply with 
procurement document requirements.  

3. Site procedure prohibit use an son-CSCC iteams in CS 
applications.  

4. Moif ications and Additions Instruction (UIA)-6 require3 a 
documen - ted inspection of conduit systems at inst~rllation to 
ennsure that they are free from barrs, cuts, sharp edges, 
rough surfaces, or any other defect that my be detrimental 
to the cable jacket. in addition, IAI-7 requires a 
post-installation inspection of power cables to detect 
possible cable d ams go during installation.  

5. AI-il is not intended to provide detailed criteria for 
receipt inspection of all types of material, Items are 
receipt-inspected to procurement document requirements by 
certified QC inspectors or storeroom personnel. Conduit is 
procred to a standard TWA procurement specification which 
is used as criteria to perfoi A receipt inspection.  

221L10-SuQ-01 - Use of a g~bber Intead of a Rigid missort 

The upper head injection system riser just outside the Unit I 
reactor vessel requires a rigid support bat a snubber 

(1-III9)was used. TVA committed to remve the snubber and 
install a rigid support at this location.  

Piping analysis 0600104-15-01 (RIUN number 525 680517 817) was 
evaluated for a snubber at the location and found acceptable.  
The isometric drawing was revised to show usage of a snubber 
instead of a rigid support. In addition, the support design 
calculation 1UKIH000 (RIMS number 525 800605 627) was issued 
to show t~he support as a snubber.  

23105-uq0-01 - Adeeuac of Battery Morn Ventilation System 

The fifth Diesel Generator 125V vital battery room does not 
have a dedicated exhaust system. All battery system exhaust 
fans,* including the Diesel Generator batteries, are class Z9 
and supplied with emergency power. A malfunction of the fans 
is annunciated in the main control room. In addition, no 
hydrogen survey has been conducted for the vital battery room V 
which is more prone to hydrogen pocket formation. The Diesel 
Generator battery exhaust hood wouid accumulate hydrogen if the 
exhaust damper failed closed followed by battery overcharging.  

The CAP recommeded 314 inch holes being drilled into the 
mounting frame of the Diesel Generator battery vent hood 
exhaust fan discharge dampers (FCO4SS through VC0458) and the 
vital battery room exhaust damper frames (FC031-485 and 467) 
near the ceiling. Sufficient holes would provide minimum 
natural ventilation in case of forced air interruption and 
would scavenge potential pockets of hydrogen without seriously 
compromising the function of the dampers.

-10-



A hydrogen survey was aleo to be conducted for the vital 
battery v roem..  

After further analysis by TWA it was determined that no action 
wsrequired becumtse: 

1. A hydrogen survey bed been performed. The survey used test 
locat ions in the room odich had relatively low-air flow 
velocities with the venti lation system rnnming.  

To sahbmae the possibilities of hydrogen pocket ing the 
survey was performed with the ventilation system off. No 
measureable level of hydrogen was detected.- This test was 
performed three times a day during a seven day equalizing 
charge period.  

2. The room is equipped with a rebmdundut automatic 
switch-over, class M3, emergeny powered ventilation 
system. Failure of both trains is outside the single 
failure criteria. Calculation 2SE3ll 0 
(RIM muuer BO641226 926) showed the ventilation system 
is sufficiently sized to prevent hydrogen accumulat ion 
during normal operation conditions. In addition. 3QU 
operating Instruction (01)250-S requires that an eshast 
fan shall be La service at all times.  

3. The damper is not a leak tight design. Sven with the 
damer fully closed there will st'l11 be a small amount of 
bypsass flow through it. A second relief path is through 
the existing fan housing openings. The largest is located 
W1er the fan shaft extends out of the housing, The size 
of this opening is approximately the equivalent of four 
3/4-inch holes.  

237@2-SQN-4 - Limitegmue Valve averators Lnadeutej, fused 

Fuse selection for valve operators did not provide sufficient 
margin for emergency operation. This issue only applies to the 
fifth diesel MWC valves since all other valve operators are 
equipped with magnetic overload devices (circuit breakers) for 
circuit protection.  

TA determined that corrective action for this issue would be 
to scope, evaluate, and correct any discrepancies in the fuse 
selection process for the fifth diesel generator. in addition.  
calculations were to be performed to confirm adequate 
electrical protection and margin.  

The SM Site Director, in a memorandum (RIMS number 353 661204 
684) to the acting Manager of Nuclear Power, decided to 
discontinue mark on the fifth diesel generator. He stated that 
the marginal increase in safety and reliability r~iutting from 
this additional diesel generator at SWU does not warrant any 
further expenditures nor diversion of manpower. Consequently 
no further action was taken on the fuse issue.

-It-



8S3?-u~l--ULM, qfitine .of thi~ paitt 

TU Oncleer Safety seie Staff (MS) Saport I642-qn 
whbich dealt with the adequacy, integrity and Maintenance of 
mntan paint coatings at .o W" teacked by 

UQ CW4-441-O@1. CUD 30107-UqU.4 wa witten to quantify 
me bound the issues addressed by the kpU OWE.  

The GOP to this CILTD stated that actions bad been taken to 
resolve w=ci .ensdat ion I-6S-312-UQU-02 as fol lows: 

Se lamimat LaS topcoat was rinwed by OR os. £523604, 
AS48573 and A547675. Further inspection for all 
areaswas conducted by Provo t iv. Maintenmance (VU) 
smo. 143S-344 and 1439-344. Any additionl 
identified delamnlat lag topcoat would he removed 

Wast Lagbose conducted a cost ing transport analysis for soE 
gait 2 an comncluded that exristinug quantities and types of 
coatings wwor acceptable. Debris from these coatings resulting 
from both LOCA and LBI conditions, would not significantly 
affect the decay beet removal capability. Consequently no 
further action mas taken on this specific M=r Uecoensdation.  

405U34"-O - goe of Imeerrect, Material (AMt A36) for 
Febricatien of ameet P"d 

The subject w1W report ("C-40512-20U) stated that the heat 
erfoe a 1-114 inch support ped plate identifiLed the 

=terial as being certified to As2M £36 in conflict with the 
required ASTM £514, grade 60 or 10 carbon steel plate.  

the CAP for this CWD stated that: 

1. Metallurgical testing will be performed on the support pad 
io question to determine the material type and grade. sand 

2. if the material is verified as being the incorrect type and 
grade, it will be remove and replaced.  

in the process of preparing the surface (light grinding to 
reoepaint andi other surf ace materials or corrosion products) 

an AS1 heat nmiber ma exposed. Nowever, an in-situ 
Metal lurgical evaluation of the plate mas still conducted.  
This evaluation. sbmmd that the material vat the requirements 
of the required material specifications (£51'L). but could not 
determine if the material mas initially produced to meet A516 
specifications. Since the material met the £516 material 
specifications the hanger base plate was left asieven 
though the material type and grade me not conclusively 
determined as required by the CAP.

_12-



5.2 2ý Viy, SWASW PLO

Owmari thi raeprting peried there mers, 10 Level 11 CAP deviatios am, 
1, level III CAP dewistions approedl for CAPS at MU.  

I.. 11 I= U111I&ý 

There wareso Level I CAP Dsviatiems.  

3.2.2 lOIn 11 CAP Oswlatiem 

Mu does not coordinate the effects of upcoming (noaw or 
Lonng-term) desigs Changs with all disciplines and site 
modifications. This results in an imadequate evaluation of thu 
impect of desiga chuoge.. WA determined that implementation 
of Unclear agimserift Procedure (W) 6.3 Would provide a 
presesping neting betW*Mg Nucleer ftiSeering and 
Nedificatioms jper I amml before deisig begins. Additiounal 
metings betweem Maceteor Ingineoring and mmodif ications are 

reseadedas the design proceeds. A review of the design by 
all involved Meclear bgeineering disciplines is required duiring 
and following thu design prcs.  

The TWA Nuclear TIfMmc Pa for MU does not require full 
iWhlmmatatiom of NP 6.3 snd 6.4 until after restart. in the 

ismla MWV PI 06-03 Preparat ion and Control of Unineering 
No Utice Nodificatlef. Package provides adequate 

cerinatiss control med satisfies the CAP requirements.  

226-00-W41 - Usistru CIL land Vast Diacrincie 

The CAID stated that TWA limgletoa Lab teat remilts for 
P255-20 and P25W6SO Snistrut claws for load direction 
parallel to the pipe axis sad used by TWA for thu design are 
two to three times higher than the Unistrut Corporation test 
results.  

The CAP required: 

1. a review of field records (Purchase Orders, Winrkplams, 
etc.) for Inistrut P2556-series or similar clams installed 
since Msy 1964.  

2. review existing calculations for Unistrut P2556-series or 
similar clams using allomables given in QZR-C6S-61-09.  

3. This QI2 will be revised to incorporate available 
elieumbles for 5-Line 92400-series clamps.  

4. Additional testing will be performed for material finishes 
not previOU86'y tested.
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S. The walbdews/qelificatiom for ~slls-mere piping will mas 
the en alletables for Cleasp qualificatio.m 

6. The gin will be imOrpot ated into the M pipe support 
bemaidbek as the ushdto Proent recurremce.  

Th COP eenntmat identified aso item 1, abeve, wschsed to 
an altarmate aIIp-p!eec. A review of all pipe support drawings 
-m .olected to identify ober. a Deisteut Clasp had been 

utilized. Where the draingu revie identifiled a questioinable 
pipe clam" its use was evaluated by perforimla calculations.  

The CAP comitusmat identifiled as ition , above, wsalso 
deviated. To prevent recurrence of this problem the WE Pipe 
Support Desig Neafbae& (PM) sect ion on umistrut-type, Cleas 
was issued so a Lead Civil enineer Instruction. The "MU 

adqutly addresses allowable lead Capecities ead the prope 
design of Waistcut pipe Clai series P2556 med a-Line pipe 
Clai series 11-24".  

- - sit iZtustmuw 

the CUDS stated that sits instructions bed not been verified as 
being equal to or better them the procedures in the 

CeasruciemQuality Assurance Manul Appendix a.  

Use CAP to tMi CATS required the cemletima of the Design 
asoolIu Verif icationm Prosrem (M5W) me the Specification 
TwIspreveM it Prerem (SIP) as pert of required corrective 
actions. These two prowr are specifically addressed by 
CAYfs 20l0-UIM.l -i 23lO0-31U-l respectively. the MrY, as 
finally established, did met addres the subject issue; so site 
proedra N chenMOCO reisutd frms the USYP.  

The SIP is met applicable to this issue because Current 
spec if icotiam are being i Pcmrpo lrate into procedures sand are 
ceamidereI bettor then the such elder, pro-to eV3O, Appendix a 
requirsenets.  

- Iinawm~euamien of anagl aiitimc 
is site fteeedý 

the CATS stated that Mie Director Steamdar Practice OWN 
lIS-2.4 did met adequately eumsur that changes to General 
Spocificetionis were reflected in all affected site procedures.  

Part 2 of the CAP to this CATS stated that the procedures 
section would identify all Su-specific General Specifications 
and provide a list to kscusent cmntrol. Document, Cmntrol would 
ensure, the latest version hMe bees addressed by 36Pr-3.4 and 
ensure source decusest, lsploemtation.
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Direct implementatiorn of this corrective act ion was I gosrei 
almos @amen Spec if ication we nt sito-specif Ic. ftcleer 
*mlity bidit, Fidim. 0FAS-W-1O identifie~d def icienciese 
Is ME p rcedures regardi.Ool Spec ifitiestlm 
ispismntatism.  

Ime maiii finding was adiressed by requirims Macleer 
~Jaeringto rout.' all lAtemsmce-relatkei preewres for 
uror eersl Specif ication implemenation. Coments from 
this u r ut s"wr mipmml verified by the precedusr staf 

at MS ai "Proceduer ewqe reqest fee "wer Manittei for 
requresetsriot iacrperatei six" these actions not the 

istest of the corrective action. the CMT was closed.  

ff~ WE~ - o ~tinti M&AIMlee Steal -" 

as car to thkis CaTS states. is pert. that Veawmr stores WillI 
estabia a satellite. storage ares inside praotct ive fees*o for 
this maetrial storage." 

one to sompor ad specs limitations, WE did met crest. a 
"saetl lite" storaeg ares inside the protective fence for the 
storage of oustesitic staisless mi caabes steels. These 
maetrial$ are stared in Fawer Stores storag, ares.. These 
arems, are outs ide of the plant Protective (onc but are "wside 
the "restricted access" security tmesed at Power stores. All 
ether corrective actiorns required by this CAP were implemnted 
as wnitten.  

yefi1e Crite'ia 

Int CATS referernc UrCeonNce Upert (0) 6345 obch 
identified ussatisfectory veeder welds Erom a Vernier. Thet 

veneripp ited weld componnts to WE under several 
contracts. As a result these compoenets (doors) were to be 

ireeted arnd the results decumusted.  

The CM? to tuis CATS stated that a Maintenance louet (a) WAd 
bees initiated an all 24 mAject COSC deere to require 

iseties and documentation of sesh deer. ANY defective or 
discrepant welds wouuld be identif ted by the CA? process sad 
assigned to Sacleer Usgirneorita for evalatios. disposition and 
resolut io..  

Ussed on AVLARA, manspewer, and time considerations, ad eM 
diecusaws~w with uWciser Ifgimeeriag. it was decided to 
readssly select I of the 24 deers in queeties for samle 
re- isspectioeaof the vernier welds, and subsequest documnstatilon 
of inspection remits for maclear usgimeeriug evaluatios. This 
re-taspectiorn reemlted in the identification of me detective or 
discrepant Welds is ay @awl*. Noe to the lackA of mecative 
findings and to the samie ait" (about 3M, no further 
re-tiespoct loss weft determined werrmsted.
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U153-141 - ~I of ~eet.ofAaz ~ts

Ibe am p-Meismd sbsther the prsems eofftests of et ar 
static be"d bad been ascamted for in ftadrestel test" 
Paterned~ prior to revision 6 of the General Construst ion 
"Wsifisation 6-21.  

Ibe CW to thus CWU stated tbat a review (of these bprestatic; 
tests) would be Patrfeie ad documnated. Ibs review a to 
iflesid. a Overst caoe determinat ion.  

A rewiew of the smlieable proess sposificatien (3.8.9.1) of 
4-2"3 determined that the Process spec ification bed accounted 
for' statie haed pres"r N * in va" M s prior teA6, a"d the 
revision A to 0-213 did met introdueo say changs to proess.  
qpesifieation 3.8.9.1.  

si~mc (a) se evident was food that the precedwre contained 
aw revision of 0-2ft we violated, (b) the doe"Motatiea of 
statie Moed presswr is met required, and (c) the usds 

~~estal test presrewg limits included static heed pressure, 
so furthe review mes Waranted.  

Ith CAP to this CUBS required subh M wait superviser to 
initiate a proceduge to Notify the Industrial safety section at 
least Ons7 SiX mmAIth L 5M* ceiiame With the Msnjtorias 
re~rMint - of UP-1. 45, Alel.  

Is order to better emeur -e aspuiamso with the moiter in 
requironsata of P- 14.45, n adombeWoserk Permit progpsa was 
established by the ladmetrial Safety Ssetion. since this 
prearrm captures and tracks all sabestos removal activities 
0thrswLsu the plant, the C4S mes closed.  

= Uw TU Me no EU t "0 M eisnred to -theesi 

~c--to sof is the -IspIe"eMat of the Conditilea *Aerso 
to Owlity (CAQ) Process. The CAP stated (is pert) that -"A 
has "eWitted, as pert of the arime ferry maleer pertermees 
IPla (311), to oelvauts all GPeM UCIUfb prier to restart." 

A review of the 3KW? revea led that the coemitmat fte to 
evaluate all nb (not all3G UCS.ndwf). Nevever, sisco the 

MU restart review beard dispeelt lame bthopx GPM U s ad Open 
Kbt utilizing identical Proesses, the CAP we closed.
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murim two gepmrins Period there mos I Len I CmP deviat ion. S Level 
devcartiema. sal 21 Lentl III CAP, deviations approved for Cafs at 

A.5.1 lIn ai ematim 

UWS01-41- caw iA, jMerte 

lhis CUDh addressed a (iodin imvlvisa poential . discrepancieos 
is documeotatiem related to modifications of cable tray 

supot. Is portimularo the CATO dealt with cable tray 
supot.met comletely talk"d dom, or adequately deuidas 

pert of the disposeition for S~cm~ .eaport (M) 5137 St.  

Ith CAP to thig CmN. as Originally approved, contained the 
fellowi.t corrective, actions (riaulzd): 

1L. Por sco not addressed under m 5131 3a - a 100-porcent 
configurati~on Linpection of all supports documented before 
isame of the mwill be perfred".  

2. her areas accepted baoed Os a on*&* presra. under 
M 5731 31 - It it cammet be verified that acceptable 
samle techeique Uwe used. additional (unspecified) 
action will be required.  

3. Ferareasw volked diew vader n 5131 111 - it it cannet be 
veritied that 160 percent of theee cables tray supports 
vee matt"edIew. a 1W0 percent malhdew will be performed 
as these supports met covered.  

Following a rvoiew of this CAP. TVA deterutoad that the 
coretive, oct10... as &efled, roproeseted an eueassive 

progra that #amid be revie to provide anapproach, more 
consistent with similar prep'om. Accordissly, this CAP oa 
madii led as folum: 

I. ftperts Vhich vero imoepeted WAdo MC 5131 U1 - £ltheqg 
wvidows, is the Iorm of daily leg sheets msist ludicatift 
the reinpectiom mas performed, prope inspectiLon 

desmastat es maot mistained for the"e supports teowd 
to be adequato during this rinspectiem. Accsrdimly am 
over inspection of appromimately " of these supports will 
be performed, The selection of suapports will be identifiled 
aud the Prearem, lop ommied in aseerdince with approved 
bieleor eftimeerime procedures censistent with beloar 
Comstrueti s tames Oreup, (UCIM42, such as Watta Bar 
ftiomovin Procedure (UP) 3.15. The objective of this 

oVer i"SpOeeit ies1 to verity the adotuaY Of the orIiiAal 
vaibdom by demonstrating with a OS-perceat comfidosse that 
at loeat "5 porsest of the Populatioea meet$ the dosipn 
oriteria. The Laspoctiomt decumetatiom of these supports 
will be updated to provide a roterence to their reorfs to 
this program.
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2. lopports Which ware to be reinspected under uc 5131 at 
Thoee supports documented before but nmot reinspected during 

M5131 n1 (imcluding supports in those areas sampled) 
will be subject to - engimeering walkthrova~ and a 
critical case evaluation. Whe walkthrough and critical 
came evaluation will consist of a review of the installed 
configuration end will focus on those attributes essential 
to cable tray support qualification.  

3. Subsequent to the evaluation of the final critical cases.  
these critical cases that do not meet the design criteria 
will be reviewed end unacceptable attributes will be 
identified. lb... particular attributes will then be 
reviewed for the entire population with field modifications 
implemented as required.  

This modifica~tion resulted in a Level I ' .deviation to the 
subject CA20. Ibis CAP deviation was re-vieved end approved by 
the USTP in accordance with Imployes Concern program, 
Instruction S. Notification of this CAP deviation was 
forwar~ded to the 9Cby a letter dated may S * 1939.  

3.3.2 Levl 11 AI eiaim 

10300n-WE- - ?maemoration of un.its. Of structural 

Sawalatiem of cmenmate into the WON final Safety Analmsiu 

UC3 loport 10200, Attacbmnt 0, paragraph 0.3, 1 stated that 
the resuts of the structural evaluation of concrete would be 

icrporate as revisions to the WON P3*. The CAP to this 
CUDS stated that these results would be incorporated into the 
P3*3 by June 1. 1967.  

~an to staff ing end Workload constraints the RM amendment 
process was placed on held. This item, is being trackted 
pursuant to WEN *1-4.1.2, lessoosibilities and Reouiremonts for 
TM .~g.ý Otich requires all recommnded FRS changes to be 
tracked In the WS*3 data base until completion.  

Since the recomenndat ion that the MM~ be revised to 
incorporate the results of the concrete, structural evaluation 
is being tracked by M1-4.7.2 the CATO was closed prior to 
actual FM~ revision.  

Ibis CATO stated that there was a conflict between the design 
criteria/ icesansi commitments OW the actual practice for 
aderence to AUSC minism. weld requirmments.
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The associated CAP stated that the following two steps would be 
taken: 

IL. Request NRC concurrence in the use of ASh8 Code Case U-413, 
and 

2. Following NRC concurrence, revise PSAR and applicable 
design criteria to reflect the use of welds smaller than 
the AISC minimum.  

Part I of the CAP was determined to be inappropriate and 
unnecessary since (1) the welds in question were not ASKS welds 
but were AISC welds and (2) in either case, the Code Case 3-413 
had been incorporated into Regulation Guide 1.84, Revision 24 
at the time the CATD was written.  

Based on this, proposed revisions to the FSAR were directly 
pursued to address fillet welds specified below the minuimu 
size specified by AISC.  

22800-4U3-01 - Eaxiamu Des ian Loads for Pive Zuoorts Exceed 
Allowable Loads 

The CATD stated that maxisum design loads for two pipe supports 
(47*450-8-12 and 47A450-8-15) exceeded the allowable loads for 
P2558-60 unistrut clamps used in TVA calculation NCR-WBNCBB8501 
Tishtentin of P2258 Unistrut Claw,. 10.  

The CAP stated that calculation MCR-%dBUCEBSSO1 (RIMS number 
841 850305 945) would be revised to reflect the correct support 
design load parallel to the unistrut axis for support 
47A450-8-12 (value should be 6600 instead of 2900).  
Calculation UCR-WSMCEBS5Ol (RUMS number 341 850307 008) will be 
revised to include on evaluation for this condition. For 
support 47A450-8-15, no additional action is required since the 
applied load is less than the rated clamp load value in the 
direction parallel to the unistrut.  

Review of calculation NCR-WBNCEB$501 (RIMS number 841 850307 
008) determined that it was not affected by the revision to 
calculation NCR-WBMCIB8OI (841 850305 945). As a result this 
portion of the CAP was unnecessary.  

31107-UMIUO - Potential Use of Contaminated Noses for 
Cmrecting MSA Breathing Air Nanifolfs to Service Air Lines 

The CAP to this CATO committed to changing the NSA Breathing 
Air Manifold couplings to a "unique coupling type.  

The intent of this corrective action was met by implementation 
of physical and procedural controls to ensure that the correct 
hoses and hookups are made before us*.
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Yellefonte Nuclear Plant

During this reporting period there were 2 Level III CAP deviations 
approved for CAPs at BLY.  

3.4.1 Level I CAP Deviations 

There were no Level I CAP deviations.  

3.4.2 Level 11 CAP Devi&j 

There were no Level 11 CAP Deviations.  

3.5 UaW-Plant Specific (WPS) 

During this reporting period there was 1 Level I CAP deviation, 1 Level 
LL CAP deviation, and 12 Level 'II CAP deviations to UPS CAPs.  

3.5.1 Level I CAP Deviation 

30100-UPS-Ol - Maintenance and Performance Teatina of Diesel 

This CATD was written concerning the lack of corporate guidance 
in the maintenance and performance testing of diesel generators 
at all sites.  

The CAP to this CATO, as originally approved, was as follows: 

The Office of Nuclear Power is in the process of developing 
an Upgraded Preventive Maintenance Program.

-20-

40400-UIU-04 - Lack of Protective Covers and Sools ock 
LAstenitic Stainless Steel Tubina. Pipina. and Fittinas in 

The CAP to this CATD referenced and quoted Process 
Specification 4.M.1.1, section 3.1.7.1 of General Construction 
Specification G-29. This section established storage 
requirements for stainless steel and stated that end caps were 
required on tube and piping in storage but not required for 
stored fittings.  

The CAP required that DEE's position concerning storage 
protection requirements of stainless steel fittings be 
validated by tests performed at TVA' s Singleton Materials 
Engineering Laboratory.  

DOE determined that no testing was necessary because (1) Mo 
clear test scheme or acceptance criteria could be established, 
(2) Gv-39 requires components in fluid handling systems to be 
visually clean and also requires internal flushing to reduce 
soluble contaminants to within acceptable limits, and (3) G-29 
Process Specifications 4.M.1.1 and 4.N.4.1 ensure exrternal 
cleanliness for stainless steel piping vulnerable to stress 
corrosion cracking.



This program will contain corporate guidelines/requirements 
for maintenance, testing, and trending of nuclear plant 
components and systems. The diesel generators are included 

inthis program. In the past, there was no formal program 
for corporate guidance in the maintenance and testing of 
diesel generators. Support and guidance were suppli~ed on 
an as-needed basis.  

The draft Technical Specifications for Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant have been revised to include diesel generator 
reliability improvements in accordance with NBC Generic 
Letter 84-15. This program will reduce the number of 
starts required to prove diesel operability. This program 
also requires that records be saintainqd of the number of 
diesel starts and failures.  

After review, TWA changed this CAP to read as follows: 

1. A Maintenance Specialist position has been established 
in Nuclear Maintenance to handle and resolve diesel 
generator concerns.  

2. A thorough review has been performed of KRC generic 
letter 84-15S and recommendations were made to Sequoyah 
Nuclear Plant (SQU) in regard to changing testing 
methods to ýncrease reliability and comply with NBC 
Generic Letter 84-15.  

3. A proposed change to SQN Technical Specification bas 
been made in an effort to reduce the number of diesel 
sabrts and to allow an idle start during esat testing 
activities. This Technical Specification change will 
enhance reliability. All TWA Nuclear Power (NP) sites 
are being considered for this type of change in their 
Technical Spezifications.  

4. Nuclear Maintenance corporate management has, for the 

last four years, provided maintenance training for site 
personnel at Sequoyah, Watts Bar CWON), and Browns 
Werry Nuclear Plants to upgrade skills and knowledge in 
the area of diesel generator maintenance. This 
training is dynamic in that updated information is 
incorporated into lesson plans to reflect current 
technology and equipment upgrade information.  

Maintenance practices are being further improved by 
Nuclear Maintenance's involvement in revisions to Wa's 
Maintenance Instructions and Preventive Maintenance 
Instructions. The recommendations made are designed to 
save time end money while maintaining high diesel 
generator reliability.  

This Level I CAP deviation was reviewed and approved 
during this reporting period in accordance with UP 
Instruction S. WRC notification of this Level I CAP 
deviation was made subsequent to December 31, 1969.
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3.5.2 Ldvel 11 CAP Devi~ation 

30400-UPS-.02 - Comwate Wi Plant Control of Cosmmables 

The CATD questioaned the adequacy of corporate and plant control 
of consumable usage, particularly loam Temperature Vulcanizer 

The CAP to this CATS referenced the WOa report 30400 in 
stating that the CATO was written against a single, isolated 
incident *Ohere RIT was applied without adequate material 
traceability, The CAP then committed to appropriate training 
for the individuals involved.  

Since it was aebiawledged in the CAP and in the parent report 
that the incident was isolated, training was determined to he 
unnecessary and Unjustified.
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3.0 mONLUZm 
The UCUP gave priority during this reporting period to the verification 
amid closeout of CATDs related to the restart of BF3 Unit 2. In 
addition, start-up actions at WN, post-restart action at SQN. and 
aon-plant specific actions affecting the overall TWA nuclear program, 
contiamie to be impemnted.  

As of December 31, 198, almost 57.5 percent of all CATDs have been 
fully closed. During this report period, 5 CAP deviations were 
considered significant, Level I CAP deviations and 22 Level 11 CAP 
deviations mre required. Given that these CAPs were prepared in 1966, 
and considering the amount of change that has occurred within TWA'sa 
nuclear program over the past several years, this -le r of significant 
CAP deviations is consiA^-ed quite low. Deviations from approved CAPs 
will continue to be cloely controlled, and the numbr of such 
deviations will be minimized Whenever possible.
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